
 

 
 

 

Hitmaster GroBat™ Instructions 
 

 

Your Hitmaster GroBatTM comes with 3 weights (4, 3, and 2 ounces). The 2 ounce weight is inside your 
bat with rubber tubing to keep the weight securely in place. With all the weights inside, the bat is a 
drop 3 (example 33” 30oz). Without weights, the Hitmaster is around 20 oz.  Make the GroBat the 
same weight as your game bat. We recommend swinging your game bat and GroBat an equal amount 
of swings. Note: Check out our Isolator Pad for your game bat – it will ensure you’re hitting the small 
wiffle ball on the sweet spot of your bat. 

Removing Weights 
To take the weights out, unscrew the plug at the handle (a penny works well) and tap the handle on 
carpet or cardboard (so you don’t scratch up the bat). The rubber tubing and weight(s) will slide out.   
 
Adding Weights 
To put weights back in, slide them inside the handle. If needed, use the wooden dowel to push them 
to the bottom of the bat. Remove the wooden dowel and insert the rubber tubing. We have provided 
enough tubing to fill the barrel regardless of size weight you choose. With scissors, cut the rubber 
tubing so it is flush with the handle of the bat. As you screw in the plastic plug, it will compress the 
rubber tubing. Important: If after swinging you feel the weights slide in the bat, there is excess 
space. Cut and add additional rubber tubing, as needed, to fill that space.  
 

 

 

 1 = Rubber Ring  2 = Weight(s)  3 = Rubber Tubing  4 = Plastic Screw Plug 
 

Important Reminders 

• For use ONLY with Wiffle® or comparable light weight balls. 
• Keep all materials handy, especially excess rubber tubing, for future weight adjustments.  
• Weights must not slide. Ensure they are secure before swinging. Sliding weights can affect the 

integrity of the bat. 

We are always here to help. Please call Chris at 858-663-0733 if you have any questions.  

Service@PersonalPitcher.com  1-800-474-8243 @HitWithChris @PersonalPitcher /PersonalPitcher       
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